HOW TO DOCUMENT ICE AT YOUR DOOR

FILMING AND KNOWING YOUR RIGHTS MIGHT NOT STOP THE ENFORCEMENT IN THE MOMENT BUT CAN HELP YOU FIGHT YOUR CASE DOWN THE LINE.

Remember you have the right to film law enforcement in or outside your home, regardless of your immigration status, as long as you don’t interfere.

Call/message a trusted neighbor to film agents outside your home.

Create a plan with neighbors before an incident occurs.

Apps like United We Dream’s Notifica allow you to quickly deploy a message to people in your network if ICE is at your door.

Agents may trick or manipulate you to gain entry without a warrant.

Record or take notes of what the agents say.

State or film a piece of paper noting the time/date/location.

If you share publicly or want to livestream, consider the safety risks that come with exposing sensitive information that can reveal someone’s identity or location.

If you can’t film, recording audio can still be valuable!

Film agents through your peephole if you don’t have windows.

Focus your camera on: weapons, uniforms, badge numbers, and license plates.

If ICE enters your home, remain calm. Film property damage after they leave.

Film or take photos of any documents that agents have- ask them to slide it under a door. Even BORTAC agents need a warrant or your consent to access your home.

Share footage or information about a raid with MigraWatch hotline or a local trusted advocacy organization:

MIGRAWATCH@UNITEDWEDREAM.ORG
1 844 363 1423

To learn more about how to film an immigration enforcement safely and effectively visit:

bit.ly/EYESonICE